Let G be a finite group of complex n x n matrices, If f(xr ,..., x,) is a polynomial in x1 ,..., x, with complex coefficients, and A = (uij) is an element of G, then Af(.r, ,..., x~) =f(C a,,.~~ ,.,., C apzjxj) is the polynomial obtained by letting A act as a linear transformation on the variables x1 ,.,., x, . The ring RG of inoariunts of G consists of all polynomials f with Af = f for all A E G. The central problem is to find a description of RG that is concise and easy to use. Several types of bases for RG have been considered ([4, Ch. XVII], [32] ), but we are concerned here with finding a direct sum decomposition whereOr ,..., 19, are algebraicalIy independent homogeneous invariants and q1 = 1, Q ,..,, r], are certain other homogeneous invariants. It is known from the theory of Cohen-Macaulay rings ([IS, Prop. 131) that RG always has a direct sum decomposition (1) . Then RC is a finitely generated free @[O, ,..,, 8,]-module of rank 8. We are interested in the smallest value of S that can be attained by any choice of 6, ,..,, 0,: call this value 6(G). We shall give examples to show that 6(G) may be large, and then show that for most primitive groups S(G) is about as large as it can be.
In [33, Section 3.4.121 T. A. Springer has proved a somewhat similar result for the ring of invariants of binary forms of given degree.
The 8, and rlj in (1) Proof. If we equate (2) and (3), multiply by (1 -,I)", and let h --f I we obtain l/l G 1 = S/d, ... c&, . There are some subtleties in the determination of the minimum value of 4 ... De, and it seems worthwhile to sketch a method for calculating it. By equating (5) and (6) we see that the #i's in the denominator of (5) can be partitioned into six sets, say kJ fll 9---r 5&l) . . . Then the product of thej-th set of +;'s divides 1 -AF9, Fj divides Dj , and
Consequently, if we multiply the numerator and denominator of @r)(h) by we obtain (7) which
is a form of the Molien series intermediate between @(r)(A) and @(s)(h). Then @a)(A) is obtained by multiplying the numerator and denominator of CD(~)(X) by
In the present example it is not difficult to see that only three partitions of the +i's need he considered, namely: and pIa = 1. Since the numerator of P)(h) contains a negative coefficient, pz3(X) # 1. If we take P&) = 1 + P, we obtain 1+2Xe+4Xg+5X12+'..+h3g 3. In this example we consider a member of another important class of groups, a six-dimensional representation of S&,(13) og order 2184 ([9, Section 381). Using th e method described in Example 2 (there are now 29 partitions to be considered) we find that the Molien series when written with minimum D, ..f D, is @(3)(h) = 1 + P + 5P + 6h1* + 12hl" + 18P + 25h2" $-... + X7* (1 -A")(1 -X8)(1 -P)S(l ~ X14)(1 -P) 
Kemnrk.
Once such an R-sequence has been found it is straightforward to sholv that there are further invariants Q ,., ., vfi such that (I) holds (see for example [351)-ProoJ. Let A, consist of the homogeneous linear polynomials in K. Choose any non-zero fr E R, , and let f 11 under G. Set = f7 , f,? ,.,., flo, be the distinct images of fi Suppose 0, ,..., Bi (1 < i < n) have been found. Choose fi+l E R, such that fi+r is not in the prime ideal (fie, , fir, ,...,fic,) VI) for all 1 < c, ,< a, ,.*., 1 < c$ < n, . (Since there are only finitely many of these ideals, and each intersects R, in a vector space of dimension i < n, such an fi+r can aIways be found.) Let fi+l,l =fi+r , fi+rs2 ,...,f+l,cai+, be the distinct images off,+r under G, and set
The construction implies thatfi+r, j is not in the ideal (11) for all 1 < cr < a, , . _ , 1 < C~ < ai . Repeat until 0r ,... THEOREM 4. The conclusion of Theorem 3 applies to the family of &equivalent n X n primitive groups OT quasiprimitive groups.
Proof.
Suppose G is quasiprimitive, and let H be any abelian normal subgroup of G. By hypothesis V is the direct sum of one-dimensional subspaces that are invariant under I-r, and the elements of H can be taken to be scalar matrices. Hence H C Z(G). Th ere ore by Jordan's theorem ([l], [9] ), ] G/Z(G)] f is bounded, and so (A2) holds, proving the theorem.
Remark.
It seems likely that a similar result will hold for the class of al1 n x n groups, or all rz x 71 irreducible groups, The conclusion will not be as strong, however, since for any PZ 2 2 there is an infinite family of irreducible imprimitive unitary groups generated by reflections with S(G) = 1 (the groups Gh P, 4 in [301).
